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Universe Travel

Universe Travel & Business

Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C
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& Business

Nov 30, 1999

+1 (347) 217-7878

ETG-USA
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: Day 1

Meeting at Honolulu Airport and transfer to your hotel on the Waikiki coast.

Accommodation in a 3/4* hotel

 

Day 2

9am Group gathering in the hotel lobby and departure for the Pearl Harbor

excursion

 

This attraction ranks first in the number of visitors in Hawaii. Many Americans

consider it their duty to visit this sacred place, where a visit to the Pearl Harbor

naval base includes a detailed story from a guide, a museum and souvenir shop,

a boat ride to the sunken battleship Arizona Memorial (if desired, the memorial

can be replaced by visiting the battleship "Missouri")*.

You will also take a walk through the historical center of Honolulu, see the

only royal palace in the United States, amazingly large trees, monuments to

King Kamehameha and Queen Liliokalani, the Supreme Court building, the

Hawaii State Capitol, the governor's residence and many other attractions of

Honolulu

 

Return to the hotel at 16.00. Free time

 

Day 3

9am. Sightseeing tour of the island and transfer to the port. Boarding the ship

 

Day 4

Hilo (Hawaii)
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Day 5

Kailua Kona(Hawaii)

 

Kona is known to coffee lovers as one of the sources of the world's finest

coffee beans. Walking along the Royal Steps, part of Alii Drive that runs along

the coastline, gets your heart racing. If you enjoy looking at the night sky,

enjoy watching the stars above the summit of Mauna Kea. Waterfalls,

volcanoes and soft black sand are just some of the attractions that make Kailua

a unique destination. Shake your hips in a hula dance at an outdoor festival or

learn about the island's history at Kamakahonu

 

Day 6

Maui (Hawaii)

 

Where do you think some of the most wonderful and amazingly beautiful

beaches are located? Of course, this is Hawaii, namely Maui - one of the most

amazing islands in the Pacific Ocean! When you get there, you are

immediately captivated by the unusual nature, local attractions, and culture of

this mysterious Hawaiian island. There are about thirty beaches in total on

Maui, scattered in different parts of the island. In addition to the beaches, there

are many interesting places that are associated with the culture of this island.

These are the Sugar Museum, the Bailey House Museum, Kihei - Hawaiian

Space Center, the Wohlers Village Museum, the Hana Coast Gallery and

others.

 

Day 7

Maui(HAWAII)

 

A special place in Maui is occupied by parks and gardens, which are spread

throughout the island. The most famous is Halikala National Park, which is
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located in the highest part of the island. It offers a beautiful view of the entire

island and surrounding areas. Highest point: 10,023 feet. You should also visit

Valley State Park, Kula Botanical Garden, Maui Garden of Eden. These places

are truly unforgettable!

 

Day 8-12

At sea. Vacation on the ship

 

Day 13

Vancouver (British Columbia)/arrival

City tour. Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation

 

Vancouver is rightfully considered one of the most comfortable places in the

world, not only due to its high standard of living, but also to its picturesque

location. There is a huge film studio here, which is surpassed only by

Hollywood in terms of the number of films and television programs produced.

In addition to the film studio, you should definitely check out the famous

Stanley Park in Vancouver. This is a huge green oasis right in the center, the

area of which is larger than even Hyde Park in New York.

For a bird's eye view of the city, climb to the top of the Harbor Center. The

elevators in the building are transparent, so you can take dozens of beautiful

pictures along the way to a height of 147 meters. When you get hungry, stop by

the fashionable restaurant located right on the observation deck. If you're

lucky, you'll be offered a table by the window, which offers a magnificent

panorama of the city.

In addition to the metro, which is fully automated in the city, it is convenient to

move around Vancouver by seaplane. A real hydroport has been built in the

city for the huge number of these floating aircraft. Swimming and sunbathers

should definitely visit Kits Pool, which is the size of three Olympic swimming

pools. The water in it is salty, and the temperature, regardless of the weather, is

always maintained at least 25 ° C.
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Day 14

Optional excursion offered. Free time

 

Day 15

An optional excursion is offered. Free time

 

Day 16

Free time. Transfer to the airport

Departure city: Honolulu

Posted: Nov 10, 2018

calendar

EVENT DATE: from Nov 30, 1999 to Nov 30, 1999

Pricing

TOUR PRICE

Location

Itinerary: HONOLULU-HILO- KAILUA KONA-MAUI-MAUI-CRUISING

5-VANCOUVER

Country: United States

Region: Hawaii

CITY: Honolulu

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: авиаперелет Лос-Анджелес-Гонолулу

Круиз Celebrity

таксы и портовые сборы

2 ночи Гонолулу

3 ночи Ванкувер

трансферы по программе

экскурсии по программе

NOT INCLUDED:: международный перелет

чаевые на борту
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экстра заказы

питание в отелях
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